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PREFACE
This Quick Reference gives operational users a consolidated view of the status-managed workflow within
Omgeo ConnectSM.

Audience
The audience for this Quick Reference includes:
•

Business analyst, systems analysts, and operations personnel in a client’s back office

•

Omgeo Integration consultants who help clients set up Omgeo Connect to operate with their inhouse systems

Changes in this Version
This version updates the description of the Pass-Throughs Mailbox messages.

Related Documents and Training
For related documents and all documents referenced in this manual, go to www.omgeo.com/
documentation. Omgeo also offers training and tutorials on how the product works and how to use it at
omgeo.com/training.

Questions?
Omgeo’s Client Contact Center (CCC) provides general assistance and technical help. Visit
www.omgeo.com/ServiceCentral to:
•
•
•
•

Enter a service request or check the status of an existing service request
Search our knowledge base
Access our library of documentation
Obtain contact information
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REFERENCE: TRADE STATUSES
Introduction
The various tables in this chapter describe:
•
•
•
•

The various trade statuses in the Trade Management and Settlements Management modules of
Omgeo Connect
Any required user actions
The next status that occurs
Troubleshooting tips

Trade Management
This section describes the various trade statuses in the Trade Management module of Omgeo Connect.
The trade statuses are organized according to mailbox.

Trade Instructions
The Trade Instructions mailbox temporarily holds trades that have been amended, canceled, or rejected
until the underlying service has processed the command. Table 1 lists the available statuses for this
mailbox.
Table 1 Statuses for the Trade Instructions Mailbox
Status

Description

User Actions

CURRENT
INSTRUCTIONS

Trades that have been amended, canceled, or rejected None. Informational only.
until the underlying service has processed the command.

Not applicable

DISQUALIFIED
INSTRUCTIONS

Trades that were in process when an amend, cancel, or
reject action was attempted.

Not applicable
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None. Informational only.

Next Status
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Trade Receive
The Trade Receive mailbox stores trades that have initially come into Omgeo Connect for evaluation
and have not yet gone to matching. Clear all trades from this mailbox by the end of the day. Table 2
lists the available statuses for the Trade Receive mailbox.
Table 2 Statuses for the Trade Receive Mailbox
Status

Description

User Actions

RECEIVED

Marked trades from your
order management system
(OMS) flow into Omgeo
Connect. This is the first
folder into which they flow.

None. Informational only.
READY STP
The trade should flow
INCOMPLETE
immediately to READY STP. REPAIR
If a large quantity of trades
are marked at the same
time, you may see trades in
this folder for a few
seconds.

DRAFTS

Trades manually input
You manually submit trade
through the Omgeo Connect for further processing.
user interface and “Saved
as Draft.”

DISQUALIFY
RECEIVED

None

READY STP

Trades that are tied to an
None. Omgeo Connect
Omgeo straight-through
sends the trade to Omgeo
processing (STP) solution. CTM or OASYS.
The trade has passed all
Omgeo Connect validations
and is ready to be sent to
either Omgeo Central Trade
Manager (Omgeo CTM) or
to Omgeo OASYS.

BLOCK UNMATCHED
PENDING CANCEL
REPAIR
PENDING MATCH

If you see trades in this folder
for more than ten minutes,
Omgeo CTM or OASYS may be
down. Notify the CCC.

READY
MANUAL

Trades that are not tied to
an Omgeo matching
solution (Omgeo CTM/
Omgeo OASYSTradeMatch) and are
resolved manually.

COMPLETE
DISQUALIFY
Settlements via sweep:
• SETTLEMENT REPAIR
• SETTLEMENT READY
• PENDING APPROVAL
RECEIVED
CANCELED
REPAIR
PENDING MATCH,
BLOCK UNMATCHED

If trade does not move to
settlement, manually complete
it and have the CCC validate the
sweep rule.

INCOMPLETE

The trade quantity does not 1. Unmark/remark the
match the sum of all
trade in your OMS and
allocation quantities.
fix the ticket quantity.
2. Amend the trade in
Omgeo Connect to fix
the quantity.
The trade should move to
BLOCK UNMATCHED.

RECEIVED
DISQUALIFIED

None

1. Confirm the trade
outside by fax or phone.
2. Manually mark the
trade as complete to
move it to settlements
immediately, or wait for
the settlements sweep
rule to move the trade
into the settlements
workflow.
The sweep rule is initially
set at 30 minutes. You can
disqualify a trade before
the sweep, which prevents
it from going to settlement.
It is better to resolve these
within the settlements
workflow.

Next Status
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Troubleshooting Tips
If you see trades in this folder
for more than 10 minutes,
there is a problem with Omgeo
Connect. Notify the Client
Contact Center (CCC). The
trade must go through
message validation to flow to
these statuses.

Trade Management
Table 2 Statuses for the Trade Receive Mailbox (Continued)
Status

Description

User Actions

Next Status

REPAIR

The trade message has
failed certain validations,
such as broker/dealer
values or currency codes.

RECEIVED
1. Unmark/remark the
trade in Client OMS
DISQUALIFIED
after fixing the problem
data.
2. Amend the trade in
Omgeo Connect.
3. Disqualify the trade
(Cancel).

Most trades in this status have
issues with broker matching
groups: either the broker
matching group is not set up at
Omgeo, or you have an
incorrect broker matching
group code in your OMS.
Request the CCC to set up a
new broker matching group, or
fix the code in your OMS.

ALLEGED

A broker/dealer has
identified you as a
counterparty in a trade sent
to Omgeo Connect.

Typically none required.
You can reject the broker/
dealer’s side of a trade if it
is incorrect. Normally, the
two sides of the trade
either pair, or the trade is
canceled.

If you see a trade in the
ALLEGED status, look for
similar trades in the BLOCK
UNMATCHED status, or check
your OMS to see if the ticket
has been allocated and
marked.

BLOCK MATCHED
ALLEGED CANCELED

Troubleshooting Tips

Trade Process
The Trade Process mailbox stores trades that are processing through an underlying matching service,
such as Omgeo CTM or OASYS. Clear all trades from this mailbox by the end of the day. Table 3 lists
the available statuses for the Trade Process mailbox.
Table 3 Statuses for the Trade Process Mailbox
Status

Description

User Actions

Next Status

PENDING
MATCH**

OASYS-TradeMatch status
only. The broker/dealer
has accepted the block
trade.

Omgeo Connect receives a COMPLETE
status of PENDING MATCH ALLOCATIONS
from OASYS-TradeMatch to MISMATCHED
complete the trade or
cancel it.

BLOCK
UNMATCHED

Waiting for broker/dealer’s Typically, no action is
side of trade.
required.
The trade should
automatically pair with the
broker/dealer's side. You
can manually compare or
look for matching brokeralleged trades. You can also
unmark the trade directly in
your OMS, which cancels
this version of the trade in
Omgeo Connect. Omgeo
Connect sends a new
version to OASYSTradeMatch when you remark the trade. You can
also manually confirm the
trade in your OMS, which
cancels this version of the
trade and sends a new
settlements-only version.

BLOCK MATCHED
BLOCK MISMATCHED
ALLOCATIONS
MISMATCHED
PENDING CANCEL
COMPLETE
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Troubleshooting Tips
None

If a trade remains in BLOCK
UNMATCHED status for a long
time, and your counterparty’s
side does not appear, contact
the broker/dealer to ensure
that he or she sent the trade.
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Table 3 Statuses for the Trade Process Mailbox (Continued)
Status

Description

User Actions

Next Status

Troubleshooting Tips

BLOCK
• The block is mismatched
MISMATCHED*
in Omgeo CTM
• The broker/dealer has
rejected the investment
manager’s Cancel
request.

Your block paired with the
broker/dealer’s block, but a
field on your block
disagrees with one on the
broker/dealers block. To
resolve the trade, you can:
• Force-match the trade
to accept broker/
dealer’s values.
• Amend the trade in
Omgeo Connect to
match the broker/
dealer’s values.
• Unmark/remark the
trade in your OMS after
amending the data.
• Cancel the broker/
dealer’s side. This is
similar to rejecting an
alleged block.

BLOCK MATCHED
ALLOCATIONS
MISMATCHED
COMPLETE
PENDING CANCEL

None

BLOCK
MATCHED*

Typically, no action is
9i
required. You can request a
cancellation. Wait for the
allocations to match. You
can no longer unmark the
trade or manually confirm it
in your OMS.

If trade remains in BLOCK
MATCHED status for a long
time, contact the broker/
dealer to inquire about the
status. You can no longer
unmark the trade in your OMS.

ALLOCATIONS • The Omgeo CTM block is
MISMATCHED*
matched and at least
one allocation is
mismatched.
• The underlying service
did not accept a Cancel
transaction. The trade
returned to the previous
status.

The block is matched, but
an allocation is
mismatched. To resolve the
trade, you can:
• Force-match the
allocations to accept the
broker/dealer’s values.
• Request a cancellation
of the broker/dealers
side of the trade.
You can no longer unmark
the trade or manually
confirm it in your OMS.

COMPLETE
PENDING CANCEL
PENDING MATCH
BLOCK UNMATCHED
BLOCK MATCHED

None

PENDING
CANCEL

The trade was canceled at
the block level and is
awaiting cancellation
confirmation from the
service

The Cancel is either
accepted, rejected, or
expires if the counterparty
has not responded by
settlement day.

CANCELED
BLOCK UNMATCHED
BLOCK MISMATCHED
BLOCK MATCHED
ALLOCATIONS
MISMATCHED
COMPLETE
Previous status if the
broker/dealer does not
accept the cancellation.

None

CANCEL
REQUESTED*

The broker/dealer has
requested cancellation of
the trade.

None

CANCELED
COMPLETE

None

• The block is matched,
but the allocations have
not yet matched.
• The underlying service
did not accept a Cancel
transaction. The trade
returns to the previous
status.

* Status used only by Omgeo CTM
**Status used only by OASYS-TradeMatch
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Trade Management

Final Trade
The Final Trade mailbox holds trades that have completed the matching process. Table 4 lists the
available statuses in the Final Trade mailbox.
Table 4 Statuses for the Final Trade Mailbox
Status

Description

FAILED

The message did not pass Omgeo Connect’s validation when it was transmitted from your OMS.

DISQUALIFIED

You disqualified the trade message by deleting the trade. You can do this only before the external
matching service accepts the trade.

ALLEGED CANCELED*

The broker/dealer cancels a trade alleged against you.

CANCELED

• Omgeo CTM confirmed the cancellation of a trade.
• The investment manager accepts the broker/dealers cancellation request.
• The broker/dealer has accepted a cancellation request.

COMPLETE

A trade reaches the COMPLETE status when one of the following occurs:
• The trade is fully allocated and all allocations are matched.
• You have marked a manual trade as COMPLETE in the user interface.
• You have rejected the broker/dealers Cancel Request, or the settlement date has arrived before
the request was acted upon.
After the COMPLETE status, a trade can move into one of the following statuses:
SETTLEMENTS READY
SETTLEMENTS REPAIR
PENDING APPROVAL
PENDING CANCEL
CANCEL REQUESTED
CANCELED

* Status used only by Omgeo CTM.
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Settlements Management
The following guidelines apply to the settlement management:
•

•
•
•
•

You can select multiple allocations in Settlements Management by holding down the following
keys:
• The [SHIFT] key to select contiguous rows
• The [CTRL] key to select non-contiguous rows
When navigating to the Settlements Management View page for the first time, the Settlements
Ready mailbox and the first row in the grid are selected.
The only View option from the Dashboard is the equivalent to the Trades Expanded option,
which is a full view of all allocations that are currently in the mailbox.
User-defined view (UDV) rules apply to all of the Settlement Management mailboxes (limited to
displaying trades under the TM tab and allocations under the SM tab).
Five UDV’s are available per user in Omgeo Connect’s Settlement Management module,
excluding the Search UDV (in addition to the 10 allocated per user in Trade Management
module, excluding the Search UDV).

This section describes the various statuses in the Settlements Management module of Omgeo Connect.
The settlement statuses are organized according to mailbox.

Settlement Instructions
Table 5 lists the available statuses for the Settlement Instructions mailbox.
Table 5 Settlement Instructions Statuses
Status

Description

User Actions

Next Status

Troubleshooting Tips

SETTLEMENT
REPAIR

Omgeo Connect performs
the following validations as
part of settlement rules
validations:
• Mandatory field
validations for
submitting a message to
SWIFT through
Infomediary
• The appropriate length
and syntax for a SWIFT
message
• Cross-field validations
• SWIFT-eligible value
validations
Failure of any of these
validations sends the
allocation to the
SETTLEMENT REPAIR
status with an error specific
to each validation.

Amend, Disqualify, Book
(Unbook), and Note
You can select and Amend,
Disqualify, Book, or Unbook
multiple allocations at the
same time.
The Disqualify action does
not cancel the allocation in
Omgeo Connect, but stops
its settlement processing.

SETTLEMENT READY
SETTLEMENT
DISQUALIFIED
PENDING APPROVAL
INSTRUCTION SENT
SETTLEMENT RULES
VALIDATION

To flow to some of these
statuses, the message must
pass through settlement rules
validation and approval rules.
Both these validations are not
visible to the client.
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Settlements Management
Table 5 Settlement Instructions Statuses (Continued)
Status

Description

User Actions

Next Status

Troubleshooting Tips

PENDING
APPROVAL

This mailbox stores
allocations held for
processing due to a
business rule set up on the
Omgeo host. The business
rules can include or exclude
allocations based a
combination of the
following: PSET, Security
Type, Net Amount,
Currency, Custodian,
Transaction Type,
Transaction Sub Type,
Account, Settlement
Country, Broker, Trade Date

Approve, Approve Free,
Amend, Disqualify, Book
(Unbook), and Note
You can select and Approve,
Approve Free, Amend,
Disqualify, Book, or Unbook
multiple allocations at the
same time.
The Disqualify action does
not cancel the allocation in
Omgeo Connect; it stops
the allocation’s settlement
processing.

SETTLEMENT REPAIR
SETTLEMENT READY
SETTLEMENT
DISQUALIFIED
PENDING APPROVAL

To flow to some of these
statuses, the message must
pass through settlement rules
validation and approval rules.
Both validations are not visible
to the client. Omgeo Connect
routing rules currently send
the message only to
Infomediary.

SETTLEMENT
READY

This mailbox stores
allocations that:
• Have successfully gone
through settlement
rules validation
• Were not excluded from
Settlement
or

Disqualify, Book (Unbook),
and Note
The Disqualify action does
not cancel the allocation in
Omgeo Connect; it stops
the allocation’s settlement
processing.
You can select and
Disqualify, Book or Unbook
multiple allocations at the
same time.

INSTRUCTIONS SENT
Allocations move to
INSTRUCTIONS SENT
when the primary
destination driver
(typically the custodian)
message has been acked.
Upon Confirm Receipt
from Infomediary for the
allocation, its SM Service
Status field displays the
text “Processing.”

If a trade stays in this folder
too long, the Infomediary
SWIFT service may be down.
Notify the CCC. Omgeo Connect
routing rules currently send
the message only to
Infomediary.

Amend, Disqualify, Book
(Unbook), and Note
An Amend action on an
allocation in the
Instructions Sent mailbox
creates a cancellation
instruction and sends out a
new instruction.
The Disqualify action does
not cancel the allocation in
Omgeo Connect; it stops
the allocation’s settlement
processing.
You can select and Amend,
Disqualify, Book or Unbook
multiple allocations at the
same time.

SETTLEMENT
DISQUALIFIED
SETTLEMENT STATUS
SETTLEMENTS CANCELED
SETTLED
Allocations move to the
Instructions Sent mailbox
when the primary
destination driver
(typically the custodian)
message has been acked.
Upon Confirm Receipt
from Infomediary for the
allocation, its SM Service
Status field displays the
text “Processing.” If you
amend a trade, the
corrected version may go
back to PENDING
APPROVAL,
SETTLEMENTS REPAIR,
or SETTLEMENTS READY.

To flow to some of these
statuses, the message must
pass through settlement rules
validation. This validation is
not visible to the client.

• Were not sent to
PENDING APPROVAL
based on the approval
Rules
INSTRUCTIONS This mailbox shows
SENT
allocations that:
• Have been successfully
communicated to
Infomediary
• Have successfully passed
the Infomediary validations
and routing process
• Were successfully
transmitted to the
underlying channel, such as
SWIFT, fax, FTP, or email.
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Table 5 Settlement Instructions Statuses (Continued)
Status

Description

User Actions

Next Status

Troubleshooting Tips

SETTLEMENT
STATUS

This mailbox stores
allocations that have
received a settlement
status message
acknowledgement from the
custodian through
Infomediary in an ISF
MT548 format. If an
allocation has multiple
destinations, the
destination driving the
allocation manages the
transition into this status.

Amend, Disqualify, Book
(Unbook), and Note
The Disqualify action does
not cancel the allocation in
Connect; it stops the
allocation’s settlement
processing.
You can select and Amend,
Disqualify, Book or Unbook
multiple allocations at the
same time.
An Amend action enables
you to amend the
allocation’s SSI/BDI and
non-matching fields.
A Disqualify action stops
the allocation’s settlement
processing in Omgeo
Connect.

SETTLED
SETTLEMENT
DISQUALIFIED
PENDING APPROVAL
SETTLEMENT CANCELED
The SM Service Status
field displays the
following:
• Sent—Populated
when ACK message is
received from
Infomediary for the
destination that
drives the allocation
status.
• Failed—Populated
when NAK message is
received from
Infomediary for the
destination that
drives the allocation
status.

To flow to some of these
statuses, the message must
pass through settlement rules,
validation, and approval rules.
Both of these validations are
not visible to the client.

Final Settlement
Table 6 lists the available statuses for the Final Settlement mailbox.
Table 6 Statuses for Final Settlement Mailbox
Status

Description

SETTLEMENT EXCLUDED

This mailbox stores allocations excluded
Book, Unbook, Note
from settlement due to a business rule set
up on the Omgeo host. The business rules
can include or exclude allocations based a
combination of the following: PSET,
Security Type, Net Amount, Currency,
Custodian, Transaction Type, Transaction
Sub Type, Account, Settlement Country,
Broker, Trade Date.

User Actions

SETTLEMENT EXCLUDED is
a final status.

SETTLEMENT
DISQUALIFIED

The displayed blotter contains independent Book, Unbook, Note
allocations that you manually disqualified
from continuing in the Settlements
Management workflow.

SETTLEMENT
DISQUALIFIED is a final
status.

ERROR

This mailbox stores allocations on which
Infomediary has encountered processing
errors that you cannot repair.

ERROR is a final status.

Book, Unbook, Note
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Next Status

Settlements Management
Table 6 Statuses for Final Settlement Mailbox (Continued)
Status

Description

User Actions

Next Status

SETTLEMENT CANCELED

This mailbox stores allocations that have Book, Unbook, Note, Disqualify
received a settlement confirmation
cancellation from the custodian through
Infomediary an ISF MT54 format. If a
single allocation has multiple settlement
destinations, the destination driving the
allocation manages the transition into the
SETTLEMENT canceled status. An
allocation moves into this status when the
message from the custodian matches an
Omgeo Connect allocation. The messages
that trigger the movement of allocations
into this status are:
• MT544 Receive Free Confirmation
• MT545 Receive Against Payment
Confirmation
• MT546 Deliver Free Confirmation
• MT547 Deliver Against Payment
Confirmation

SETTLED
SETTLEMENT STATUS

SETTLED

This mailbox stores allocations that have Book, Unbook, Note
received a settlement confirmation from
the custodian through Infomediary in an
ISF MT54x format. If a single allocation
has multiple settlement destinations, the
destination driving the allocation manages
the transition into the SETTLED status. In
this situation, the driver is the instruction
sent to the custodian.
An allocation moves into the SETTLED
status when the message from the
custodian matches an Omgeo Connect
allocation. The messages that trigger the
movement of allocations into this status
are:
• MT544 Receive Free Confirmation
• MT545 Receive Against Payment
Confirmation
• MT546 Deliver Free Confirmation
• MT547 Deliver Against Payment
Confirmation

SETTLEMENT CANCELED
SETTLEMENT STATUS

Unsolicited Messages
The Unsolicited Message mailbox stores allocations that contain independent inbound messages from
the custodian through Infomediary. Omgeo Connect cannot associate these messages with an existing
allocation. The inbound message from the custodian include MT544, MT545, MT546, MT547 and
MT548.
To link an unsolicited message to an allocation:
1. Highlight an unsolicited message within the Unsolicited Message grid.
2. Click the Link Allocation button.
The Link Allocation dialog box appears.
3. Enter the Trade Reference Number and the Allocation Reference Number.
4. Click Submit.
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Omgeo Connect displays an error message if the Allocation Reference Number does not match a
Settlements Management allocation.

Pass-Throughs
The Pass-Throughs mailbox contains messages that were received from SWIFT through Infomediary
for the current trade date. All fields are read only.
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